NOTICE OF UPCOMING PROJECTS FOR SELECTION

January 15, 2021 - UPDATED

On behalf of the University of Florida Board of Trustees, we are pleased to announce that Planning Design and Construction will be selecting teams for the below projects. Please note that the dates may change – the Project Fact Sheet for each project will have the correct dates.

Selections underway:

UAA-62 Ben Hill Griffin Stadium upgrades
- AE selection on hold

Upcoming Selections (in priority order and subject to change):

UF-671 Harn Museum Addition
- AE Selection: February 2021
- Cx Selection: Spring 2021
- CM Selection: Spring 2021
- ~20,000 GSF

UF-606 Whitney Laboratory Academic Research
- AE Selection: February 2021
- Cx Selection: Spring 2021
- CM Selection: Spring 2021
- ~35,000 GSF

UF-654 Honors College Residence Hall (1400 bed)
- D/B Selection: TBD

UF-658 Phillips Center for the Performing Arts Renovation and Addition
- AE Selection: Spring 2021
- Funded through ASD to support fundraising

UF-396 FLMNH Earth Systems Addition
- AE Selection: Spring 2021
- Funded through ASD to support fundraising

UF-652 Bio-Medical Research Building
- AE Selection: TBD
- CM Selection: TBD
- Cx Selection: TBD
- ~90,000 GSF

UF-626 Powell University House
- AE Selection: TBD
- CM Selection: TBD

UF-653 Architecture Bldg. Renovation & Addition
- AE Selection: TBD
- Funded through ASD to support fundraising

UF-645 Shealy Drive Parking Deck (in programming)
- Design/Build – TBD
- $3,000,000

UF-XXX Undergraduate Residence Hall (500 bed)
- D/B Selection: TBD